The Clip & Pin Components are designed to be used with Fi-Foil’s insulation products. The clips are designed for metal and wood framing. This patented system provides a secure mechanical connection to the building’s framing and significantly reduces labor costs.

Refer to the RetroShield System® or TBB™ application sheets and installation instructions for further information.

**Beam/Bar Joist Clip**
- Beams
- Bar Joists
- Z Type Purlins

**Purlin Clip**
- C Type Purlins

**Angle Clip**
- Sidewalls
- Floors

**Tube Clips**
- For Wood & Metal
  - 2” - 2 1/2”
  - 3” - 4”

**TEST DATA**

Type Metal: Electro Galvanized
Temper: 1/2 Hard
Thickness: 0.03
Physical Properties (Hardness): 30168

Refer to these other documents:
- RetroShield System® Application Sheet
- RetroShield System® Installation Sheet